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Consider the nonlinear regression model for the observations X" = (I,) . ..) X,)5
x, =f,(W + Et, t = 1, 2, . ..) n,
where thef,(B) are known functions defined on a parameter space 0 E Rk, k 2 1, and the E, are independent but not necessarily identically distributed random variables with mean values 0 and known variances. Throughout what follows 8 is assumed to be a measurable subset of Rk and P,, denotes the probability distribution of the sample x" when 19 is the parameter. Recently Sieders and Dzhaparidge [7] (abbreviated henceforth as S-D) considered the LS estimator 8, defined by C,(X", 4,) = sup Cn(Xn, e), e's8 where C,( X", t3) = exp i -f ,jl, (x,-Lw)']~ (2) and, under certain restrictions, obtained an exponential inequality for the probabilities of large deviations (PLD), analogous to the ones given in Theorem IS.1 of the book by Ibragimov and Hasminskii [ 1 ] (abbreviated henceforth as I-H) for the case of an MLE. Under the further restrictions that dim 0 = k = 1 and a, are Gaussian, the above mentioned inequality of S-D was earlier obtained by Prakasa Rao [6] using the result of I-H just mentioned. (Under the Gaussian restriction MLE and LS estimators coincide.) I-H obtained their result by finding inequalities of the form y > 0.
Here we define, for fixed 8 E: 0, Z,,(u) := C&Y", e + S,u)/C,(X", e) (4) on the set To,, := (U E Rk: 0 + 6,u E O}, where 6,, which may depend on 8, are suitable normalizing matrices. S-D also based their result on the same type of inequalities (3) but with Z,,(u) in (3) replaced by log Z,,(u), which seems to have some advantage since in the context of LS estimators of the model (1) it is easier to verify the required conditions imposed on log Z,,(u) than on Z,,(u) itself. (This need not be the case when Z,,(u) is the likelihood ratio of the observations AC".) On the other hand, for Bayes type estimators (B-estimators), Theorem 1.5.2 of I-H suggests that instead of (3) or (3) with Z,,(n) replaced by log Z,,(u), one needs inequalities of the form PO, [, Z,,(u) 
H<Iul<H+l
Thus the question arises if the conditions imposed on log Z,,(u) imply (5) also. Specifically, we shall show that suitable estimates of the continuity modulus of log Z,,(u) together with suitable estimates of the exponential decrease of UH Z,,(u) gives the inequalities of the form PO, [sup H< ,u, <H+ i Z,(u) > exp( -yH2)] < exp( -yH2), which will imply both (3) and (5). Even though this requires only a very slight modification at one place in the arguments of I-H, it nevertheless immediately allows one to state that the conclusions of S-D given for the LS-estimators hold true for B-estimators (based on the quadratic (2)) also. We also obtain similar results for M-estimators and B-estimators based on more general estimation functionals than the quadratic (2). The conditions imposed are satisfied for many estimation functionals familiar in robust estimation. Thus the present paper extends the results of S-D given for LS estimators of the model (1) to more general M-estimators and also to a different class of estimators called B-estimators. In Section 2, statements of the regularity conditions and the results will be given. Section 3 contains the proofs of the results. We refer to I-H for a variety of statistical applications of the inequalities for PLD of estimators. Finally, we mention that the modification of using the continuity modulus of log Z,,(u), instead of that of Z,,(u) , is borrowed from Jeganathan [2] .
In addition to the notations f,, and Z,,(U), the set rsnH := To,, n {u: H 6 1~1 < H + 1 > will also be used, where To,, is the closure of f @,, . The.letter k always stands for dim 0, uT denotes the transpose of u and Iuj denotes the supremum norm. The notation pal(H) means a polynomial in H which may be different at different places but always does not depend on n. Expectations and probabilities are with respect to P,, or with respect to the variables involved.
STATEMENTS OF THE REGULARITY CONDITIONS AND THE RESULTS
Let C(X", 0) be the given estimating functional, taking values in (0, co), of the form
where the functions pI are defined on R and take values in [0, co) . Throughout what follows it will be assumed that for each X", 13 H C,,(P, 0) is continuous and, for each 19, CJX", 0) is measurable in X". We define M-estimators, I!?,,, to be a solution to the equation
We assume that i?, exists. This existence entails that 8, is measurable, see [7, Lemma A.l] . When CJX", 0) is taken to be the quadratic (2), then 8, is the LS estimator.
To define B-estimators, let L be the class of all loss functions I: Rk + [0, co) of the form I(x) = r (lxl) for some function 7, l(O)=O, I(x) < I(y) if 1x1 < lyl and 1 is non-constant. Let Q be the class of all "weight functions" q(e) defined on 8 that are continuous and positive on 8 and such that [q(e)1 < pal(8). Corresponding to a given loss function 1 E L and a weight function qEQ, we define a B-estimator, 8,, to be a solution to the equation s 1(6;ye -8,)) c(xn, e) q(e) de = 6": j 1(iy(e -I)) c.(x'z, e) q(e) de. E
In order that this definition makes sense, the integrals involved need to be convergent. This convergence will follow from the conditions to be imposed below. We assume that a 8, in S exists. As in the case of d,, this existence entails the measurability of 8, using Lemma A.1 of [7] . Note that 8, depends on the given loss function and the weight function, but this dependence will be notationally suppressed. We define the class G of functions u H g,(u) as in I-H or S-D:
(1) for fixed n, g,( .) is a function on [0, co) monotonically increasing to infinity; Remark. Note that, as in I-H and S-D, the above result is not restricted to the models (1). Also, by replacing the integer index n by more general index E or T as in I-H and S-D, the result becomes applicable to situations like Gaussian white noise models [ 1, p. 1431 and counting processes models [4, 31. When C,,(P, 0) is taken to be the quadratic (2) We now give conditions which will give a result implying the conditions of Theorem 1. The result to be stated below is intended for estimating functionals that are different from likelihood functionals, since the considerations involved in verifying the condition (M.2) for the likelihood functionals are largely different, as can be seen from I-H, from those involved in the following result. Further, for the purpose of simplicity, all the conditions of this section will be stated so that the results are obtained with g,(H) = yH*, y > 0, since the required modifications for more general g,(H) will be clear from I-H and S-D. For the same reasons, we take, in what follows, the compact set KG 0 in Theorem 1 to be K= { 6}. Further assume that one of the conditions (A.6) or (A.7) is satisfied. Then the conditions, and hence the conclusions, of Theorem 1 hold true with g,(H) = yH2 for some y > 0.
PROOFS OF THE RESULTS
It is convenient to let, suppressing 8, fsnH = r,, and Z,,(U) = Z,(U). Recall that k = dim @. We first prove the following proposition. (6) UED, Now, using the fact that for every x> 0 and y > 0, x< d"*/2 and llog x -log yJ < 81'2 implies (x -yl ,< 6 whenever 6'/2 <log 2, one has, for h < (log 2) *'a,
NOW the condition (M.l) entails that, for some constants 0 < do < (log 2)"", /3 > 0 and H,, > 0 and an integer n,,
for all h<d,, n>n,, and H > HO. Let this do be so small such that 2h k + 2a < min { h2', h"/2} whenever h < do. Then
Similarly,
i=l Now, with y as in (M.2), choose h=2-'exp which will be less than or equal to do for all n and H large enough in view of the property of g,(H). Then
by (M.2) and since g,( luil) > g,,(H). Hence, for the above h,
where y' = y -(yk/k + 2a), since N < C(k) h -k < C(k) exp( -(yk/k + 2~) gn(H)). Hence it follows from (6)- ( 1 1 ), with h as above, that for n and H large enough
Hence the proof follows, since for all p > 0, Proof. Recalling the notation that f,Ju) = f,(t? + hnu), we have
where @"l(S) = IcI:(fn,(u)+s(fn,(u)-fn,(u)))-Ic/:(fr(e)).
Note that +,(%)=+Xf,(Q) and f,(O) = f,JO). (Above and throughout what follows, unless otherwise specified, all summations are with respect to t ranging from 1 to n.) Now, according to an inequality of Whittle [S] Hence (M.2) follows by (A.2), so that the proof of Theorem 3 is completed.
